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Step 1: Open the folder where Tally Connector files are downloaded and 
copy all of them
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Step 2: Right click on “Tally ERP” and click on “Open File Location”
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Step 3: Paste all the files, copied in Step 1 in the Tally file location 

Paste in this location
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Step 4: Open ClearTax_Credentials the file

Enter your ClearTax login credentials separated by a comma

Double Click
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Step 5: In Tally file location, copy address of TCP file location
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Step 6: Open Tally > Select your company > Click on “Configure” (F12) 
> Click on “Product & features” > Click on “Manage Local TDL”(F4)

Configure Products & Features
Manage Local TDL
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Step 7: Paste the location (address)of the TCP file which was copied in 
                Step 5 at “List of TDL files to preload on startup”
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Once the TCP is loaded, click “Esc” and you can find  “ClearTax 
module” button in the Gateway of Tally page

You can find ‘ClearTax Module’ button 
here. If you do not find this, then re-check if 
set-up is done properly or not.
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How to use Tally Connector?
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Step 8: Once the TCP is loaded, click “Esc” and then click on “ClearTax 
module” in the Gateway of Tally page
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Step 9: Once you click “ClearTax Module”, you will see:

1. Sales GSTR1
2. Credit Debit Notes of GSTR1
3. Purchase GSTR2
4. Credit Debit Note GSTR2 Suppose you are filing 

for GSTR1, then
Click on “Sales GSTR1”
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Step 10: After clicking Sales GSTR1, select the period for which you 
want to upload data to ClearTax portal

Sales Report for the period is displayed. 

Note: Before proceeding to upload, make sure there is no validation error. Click 
on GSTR 1 Mismatch (F4), to view validation errors
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Step 11: Click on ClearTax Upload (Alt + U) to upload data into 
ClearTax
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Step 12: Confirm your mail id

Step 13: Confirm your GSTIN 
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Step 14: An Excel file (log file) opens up with its status 
(with a success or a failure status for each Tally entry)

Note: In case of 
failures go back to 
Tally and make the 
necessary changes 
as shown in the 
“Message” and 
repeat the steps 
from Step-9
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Step 15: ClearTax portal will automatically open up where you can 
view all the documents which are successfully imported



Thanks for Reading!
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